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Non-Federal Cost Share Match Program
1. Introduction and Definitions
The Non-Federal Cost Share Match Program works with state agencies, public entities, local nonprofit organizations and other eligible applicants to leverage FEMA Public Assistance (FEMA
PA) and Transitional Sheltering Assistance (FEMA TSA) resources provided to Louisiana with
CDBG-DR funding to maximize, facilitate and ensure recovery from presidentially-declared
disasters outlined in this Manual. Other than the TSA match, which is considered a match for
FEMA Individual Assistance payments, CDBG-DR funds are limited to the Non-Federal Cost
Share Match for FEMA PA eligible project worksheets (PWs); CDBG-DR funds may not be used
to expand a project beyond what is approved by FEMA in a PW. In addition, in order to be eligible
for CDBG-DR assistance to be used as the Non-Federal Cost Share Match, the activity must be an
eligible activity and must meet a national objective, per CDBG-DR rules and regulations.
Similarly, the project must fully comply with all applicable rules and regulations, to include Davis
Bacon and Related Acts, Section 3, Section 504, procurement, environmental review and all other
CDBG-DR, cross-cutting, state and local applicable statutes, rules and regulations. All NonFederal Cost Share Match payments will be reimbursed based on payments for costs incurred.
Definitions:
Community Development Block Grant – Disaster Recovery (CDBG-DR): Assistance from HUD to help the State
recover from presidentially declared disasters, especially in low-income areas, subject to availability of supplemental
appropriations.
Cross-cutting regulations: Regulations outside of CDBG-DR regulations that apply to CDBG-DR programs. These
include regulations pertaining to financial management, procurement, environmental, labor, acquisition, relocation,
fair housing, and non-discrimination.
Davis Bacon and Related Acts (DBRA): Federal law requiring payment of local prevailing wages as determined by
the Department of Labor on public works projects. It applies to contractors and subcontractors performing work on
federally funded or assisted contracts in excess of $2,000 for the construction, alteration, or repair of public buildings
or public works.
Duplication of Benefits (DOB): A duplication of benefit is the receipt of funding from multiple sources for the same
purpose. The Robert T. Stafford Disaster Assistance and Emergency Relief Act (Stafford Act) prohibits any person,
business concern or other entity from receiving financial assistance from CDBG Disaster Recovery funding with
respect to any part of the loss resulting from a major disaster as to which he/she has already received financial
assistance under any other program or from insurance or any other sources. It is an amount determined by the program
that may result in the reduction of an award value.
Emergency work: FEMA’s Public Assistance program designation for disaster response tasks including debris
removal (Category A) and emergency protective measures (Category B) that occur immediately after a disaster.
Environmental review record (ERR): the document resulting from required environmental review which includes
a description of activities, evaluation of environmental impact, documentation of compliance with applicable
environmental regulations, and an environmental determination.
FEMA Individual Assistance Program (FEMA IA): provides financial help or direct services to those who have
necessary expenses and serious needs if they are unable to meet these needs through other means. The forms of help
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available are housing assistance (temporary housing, repair, replacement) and other needs assistance (personal
property, other items).
FEMA Public Assistance (FEMA PA): Provides grants to state, tribal, territorial, and local governments, and certain
types of private non-profit organizations so that communities can quickly respond to and recover from major disasters
or emergencies. Through the program, FEMA provides supplemental federal disaster grant assistance for debris
removal, life-saving emergency protective measures, and the repair, replacement, or restoration of disaster-damaged
publicly-owned facilities, and the facilities of certain private non-profit organizations.
FEMA Transitional Shelter Assistance (FEMA TSA): Provides short-term lodging assistance for evacuees who are
not able to return home for an extended or indeterminate period of time following a disaster.
Large project: FEMA designation for PA projects exceeding $121,800. Under FEMA processes, these projects have
more stringent guidelines for reimbursement than small projects do.
Low to Moderate Income (LMI): A household is considered to be of low or moderate income if the household
income (including income derived from assets) is at or below 80 percent of an area’s median income. All income is
based on the Area Median Income limits set annually by HUD for each parish or metropolitan statistical area.
Permanent work: FEMA’s Public Assistance program designation for “recovery work” which restores or rebuilds a
damaged asset and is comprised of five categories: roads and bridges (Category C), water control facilities (Category
D), buildings and equipment (Category E), utilities (Category F), and parks, recreation facilities, and other facilities
(Category G).
Project worksheet (PW): FEMA form used to document the scope of work and cost estimate for a FEMA Public
Assistance project. This form supplies FEMA with the information necessary to approve the scope of work and
itemized cost estimate prior to funding.
Request for Release of Funds (RROF): An environmental review term for a processes used by Responsible Entities
(the state) when requesting the release of funds and the authority to use such funds for HUD programs identified by
statutes that provide for the assumption of the environmental review responsibility by units of general local
government and states. The approval of the RROF is required before environmental clearance may be provided to a
recipient of CDBG-DR funds.
Section 3: A provision of the Housing and Urban Development (HUD) Act of 1968 that requires that recipients of
certain HUD financial assistance, to the greatest extent feasible, provide job training, employment, and contracting
opportunities for low- or very-low income residents in connection with projects and activities in their neighborhoods.
Section 504: A provision of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 which provides that no qualified individual with a disability
should, only by reason of his or her disability, be excluded from the participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be
subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance.
Small project: FEMA designation for PA projects costing less than $121,800. These projects have less stringent
guidelines for reimbursement than large projects do.

2. Funding Sources
Every project in the Non-Federal Cost Share Match Program leverages CDBG-DR funding with
other federal disaster recovery funding sources, which act as the primary funding source. This
section briefly describes those other federal funding sources.
2.1 Federal Emergency Management Agency Public Assistance Overview
When a disaster occurs it is the responsibility, first of the local community, and then of the State,
to respond. Often their combined efforts are not sufficient to address the impact of the disaster.
These situations call for federal assistance to supplement State, tribal and local efforts. The Robert
T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act of 1988 (Stafford Act), as amended,
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authorizes the President to provide such assistance. Assistance is coordinated through FEMA,
which is the primary disaster response agency in the Federal government. It is an agency within
the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS).
FEMA provides grants to states and communities that allow them to address immediate, poststorm response needs and long term rebuilding needs through the Public Assistance (PA) program.
FEMA also provides funds to assist individuals address a number of needs including housing needs
resulting from the storm in the immediate aftermath of an event through the Individual Assistance
program (IA). IA includes the FEMA TSA program, whereby the Federal government through
FEMA pays for impacted citizens to stay in hotels until communities and homes are safe to return
to. Following a disaster, and upon official declaration by the President of the United States, FEMA
designates area(s) as eligible for assistance. Following the federally declared disasters in March
and August 2016, FEMA provided PA funds to the State of Louisiana. The Office of Community
Development Disaster Recovery Unit (OCD-DRU), through its FEMA Non-Federal Cost Share
Match Program, is assisting eligible affected entities eligible for assistance under FEMA PA and
FEMA TSA.
The Non-Federal Cost Share Match Program is guided by the Stafford Act, USC 5121, The Code
of Federal Regulations Title 44 Parts 13.36, 13.37 and 13.40, and the FEMA Disaster Assistance
Guidance 9500 Series.
As a result of the March 2016 floods (DR-4263), FEMA declared 36 parishes as eligible for FEMA
PA:
Allen, Ascension, Avoyelles, Beauregard, Bienville, Bossier, Caddo, Calcasieu, Caldwell,
Catahoula, Claiborne, DeSoto, East Carroll, Franklin, Grant, Jackson, LaSalle, Lincoln,
Livingston, Madison, Morehouse, Natchitoches, Ouachita, Rapides, Red River, Richland, Sabine,
St. Helena, St. Tammany, Tangipahoa, Union, Vernon, Washington, Webster, West Carroll and
Winn
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TABLE 1: MARCH 2016 (DR-4263) FEMA PA PARISH DECLARATIONS

Following the August 2016 flood events, FEMA declared 26 parishes as being eligible for FEMA
PA:
Acadia, Ascension, Assumption, Avoyelles, Cameron, East and West Baton Rouge, East Feliciana,
Evangeline, Iberia, Iberville, Jefferson Davis, Lafayette, Livingston, Pointe Coupee, St. Charles,
St. Helena, St. James, St. John the Baptist, St. Landry, St. Martin, St. Tammany, Tangipahoa,
Vermilion, Washington and West Feliciana
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TABLE 2: AUGUST 2016 (DR-4277) FEMA PA PARISH DECLARATIONS

2.2 FEMA PA Category
FEMA has a detailed process that categorizes eligible projects by the type of work that needs to
be repaired, restored or removed following a disaster. FEMA PA projects are described as either
being for emergency work (response related), or for permanent work (recovery related). PWs
clearly document the eligible work approved by FEMA. Emergency work takes place immediately
after an event and is comprised of two categories, Category A and Category B work. Permanent
work restores or rebuilds a damaged asset and is comprised of five categories (Categories C-G).
FEMA clearly distinguishes the eligible work through the series of work categories outlined below
to prevent a Duplication of Benefits. PA applicants can have work at the same facility that is both
response and recovery related and across multiple categories. Only public entities, organizations,
and specific not-for-profit entities are eligible for FEMA PA funding and they must demonstrate
a direct tie to the storm to be eligible for payment. Private companies and utilities cannot receive
funding.
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Emergency Work: Response Related (Categories A and B)
Category A: Debris Removal
Clearance of trees and woody debris; certain building wreckage; damaged/destroyed
building contents; sand, mud, silt, and gravel; and other disaster-related material deposited
on public and, in very limited cases, private property.
Category B: Emergency Protective Measures
Measures taken before, during and after a disaster to eliminate/reduce an immediate threat
to life, public health, or safety, or to eliminate/reduce an immediate threat of significant
damage to improved public and private property through cost-effective measures.
Permanent Work: Recovery Related (Categories C – G)
Category C: Roads and Bridges
Repair of roads, bridges, and associated features, such as shoulders, ditches, culverts
lighting, and signs.
Category D: Water Control Facilities
Repair of drainage channels, pumping facilities, and some irrigation facilities. Repair of
levees, dams and flood control facilities fall under Category D, but the eligibility of these
facilities is restricted.
Category E: Buildings and Equipment
Repair or replacement of buildings, including their contents and systems; heavy equipment
and vehicles.
Category F: Utilities
Repair of water treatment, and delivery systems; power generation facilities, and
distribution facilities; sewage collection and treatment facilities; and communications.
Category G: Parks, Recreation Facilities, and Other Facilities
Repair and restoration of parks, playgrounds, pools, cemeteries, mass transit facilities, and
beaches. This category also is used for any work or facility that cannot be characterized by
Categories A-F.
2.3 Project Size
When FEMA obligates a project worksheet, it provides funds to an applicant to initiate work. To
facilitate how FEMA processes and reimburses applicants for work, FEMA categorizes the work
into two categories, “Small” and “Large” projects, based on the total dollars provided to the
project. The split between the Small and Large categories is determined by using the annual
Consumer Price Index, resulting in project threshold size varying by year. For example, in fiscal
year 2016, a Small project is any eligible work, either emergency or permanent, costing up to
$121,800. Projects above this threshold are classified as Large projects. In subsequent years a
different threshold is used.
FEMA undertakes this categorization so that it can facilitate review, approval and funding of repair
projects. In most disasters, the vast majority of work consists of Small projects. Large projects are
not only more costly but also typically more complex to manage. To facilitate the oversight of
Large projects, a streamlined formulation process is used that consolidates specialized expertise in
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the disaster area. When FEMA receives a request for reimbursement of a Small project it provides
the entire federal share as a single reimbursement. For Large projects FEMA reimburses only for
work completed and “interim or progress payments” can be made while work is ongoing.
2.4 FEMA Transitional Shelter Program (TSA)
FEMA’s Transitional Shelter Program (TSA) provides short-term lodging assistance for evacuees
who are not able to return home for an extended or indeterminate period of time following a
disaster. TSA is a cost share program with state government. TSA is a part of FEMA’s Individual
Assistance Program and is the only IA program eligible for reimbursement under the Non-Federal
Cost Share Match Program.

3. Determining the Non-Federal Cost Share Amount
The Non-Federal Cost Share match payment amount varies by disaster. OCD-DRU only provides
reimbursement for the State cost share or local match for the portion of a project that meets a HUD
and CDBG-DR eligibility requirements, as described in 4.1 below. The table below shows the
current match percentage by disaster and federal program. As such, the match rates below represent
the maximum federal share that OCD-DRU may provide. OCD-DRU will review each project on
a case-by-case basis. OCD-DRU may match less than the full project amount because items within
the scope of work do not meet HUD CDBG-DR guidelines, because work carried out by the state
or local entity did not comply with all applicable CDBG-DR rules and regulations or because HUD
required support documentation is not provided. In other cases, OCD-DRU may provide assistance
over the match amount, only if the cost of the FEMA PA approved PW scope of work amount
increases due to the applicability of regulations not otherwise triggered by FEMA PA, such as
Davis Bacon. Additionally, to prevent Duplication of Benefits, matching funds from other sources
(i.e. local funds or grants) are considered before OCD-DRU funding decisions are confirmed.
TABLE 3: FEDERAL PROGRAMS AND SHARE RATE ELIGIBLE UNDER THE STATE’S MATCH PROGRAM
Federal Program
Disasters
Federal
Federal State or
Agency
Cost
Local Cost
Share
Share
Public Assistance (PA)

FEMA

75%

25%

DR-4263 (March)

Public Assistance (PA)

FEMA

90%

10%

DR-4277 (August)

Transitional Shelter
Assistance (TSA)

FEMA

75%

25%

DR-4263 (March)

Transitional Shelter
Assistance (TSA)

FEMA

90%

10%

DR-4277 (August)

4. Eligibility
4.1 Eligible Activities
For the Non-Federal Cost Share Match Program, HUD allows grantees to use CDBG-DR funds to
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address the Non-Federal Cost Share as long as the funded project can meet the Non-Federal Cost
Share requirement of the lead agency and at least one additional HUD eligible activity and national
objective. OCD-DRU, working with HUD Community Planning and Development staff, has
currently defined four specific eligible activities that correspond to payments being made in the
Non-Federal Cost Share Match Program.
For the Non-Federal Cost Share Match Program, projects must meet HUD’s Non-Federal Cost
Share eligible activity requirement (Section 105(a)(9)) in addition to one of the following eligible
activities requirements:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Public Facilities (Section 105(a)(2))
Debris Removal (Section 105(a)(4))
Public Services (Section 105(a)(8))
Planning (Section 105(a)(12))))
Relocation Assistance (Section 105(a)(11))

4.2 Eligible Applicants
Examples of eligible entities that may receive Non-Federal Cost Share Match Program funding
include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Parish and municipal governments
State agencies and authorities
Schools (K-12) and Universities
Local non-profit organizations
First responders
Critical infrastructure facilities as defined by FEMA (wastewater and drinking
facilities)Public Housing Authorities
Other parish and local program applicants eligible to receive federal recovery funds,
including but not limited to eligible private or public non-profit organizations

IA match payments are eligible for the Temporary Shelter Assistance Program (TSA) . The State
of Louisiana is the eligible applicant for TSA match payments.
4.3 National Objective Documentation and Records
To ensure the eligibility of all Non-Federal Match Share Program projects using CDBG-DR funds
as the Non-Federal Cost Share, OCD-DRU program records must demonstrate that funded
activities meet one of the national objectives required by HUD. The types of records to be
maintained for each CDBG-DR funded activity depend on the national objective category for
which they qualify. If requested to do so, OCD-DRU expects state and local governments to
work with OCD-DRU to make reasonable effort to meet one of the low-to-moderate benefit
national objectives, wherever possible.
The national objectives most likely to be used under the Non-Federal Cost Share Match Program
include:
•
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LMI- Area Benefit Activities

•

LMI- Housing

•

LMI- Limited Clientele

•

Urgent Need

LMI- Area Benefit Activities
To demonstrate the national objective for each activity which benefits a particular service area,
OCD-DRU draws upon the best available HUD-approved data. Please note: an activity that serves
an area that is not primarily residential in nature shall not qualify under this national objective. In
determining the service area of an activity, OCD-DRU assesses the nature, location, and
accessibility of each activity, as well as the type of applicant and the information contained within
the FEMA project worksheet or application (e.g. the type of project and the eligible FEMA
program). The scale of the Non-Federal Cost Share Match Program necessitates adopting a broadbased approach using repeatable methodologies to determine the national objective. Wherever
possible, OCD-DRU will leverage existing service areas, mapped by its Louisiana agency partners,
and best practices developed by other HUD grantees to establish methodologies to define service
areas based on the beneficiaries of recovery activities (e.g. debris removal, work on roads and
bridges, schools, wastewater treatment facilities, etc.), geographic features (e.g. locations of
highway, rivers etc.) and local population characteristics (e.g. population size, income data and
density). This approach enables OCD-DRU to process projects and address the needs of
communities in a timely and HUD-compliant manner.
To determine if a project meets the LMI area benefit national objective, OCD-DRU defines a
service area that is appropriate to the scope of the project and uses census data to assess if at least
51% of beneficiaries in that service area are LMI persons (excluding entitlement areas with LMI
percentages specifically set forth by HUD). Where applicable, for LMI area benefit activities, state
and federal data is used to determine whether the areas are primarily residential. Projects qualifying
under this national objective must meet the requirements outlined in 24 CFR 570.208(a)(1).
OCD-DRU will determine the service area based on the description included in the PWs and by
securing additional information from the applicant. OCD-DRU will consider the following when
making a determination regarding the service area:
The nature of the activity:
In general the size and the equipment associated with the activity should be taken into
consideration. A small park with a limited number of slides and benches would not be expected to
a large neighborhood. In the same way, a larger park that can accommodate a considerable number
of people would not be expected to serve just the immediately adjacent properties. The same
applies to improvements or assistance to an alleyway versus a small two-lane street versus an
arterial four-lane street within the same neighborhood. The service area for each of these
infrastructure projects will be different in size and population.
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The location of the activity:
In general, the immediate area surrounding a facility or improvement is expected to be included in
the service area. Additionally, when a facility is located near the boundary of a particular
neighborhood, its service area could likely include portions of the adjacent neighborhood as well
as the one in which it is located.
Accessibility issues:
Geographic barriers can separate and preclude persons residing in a nearby area from taking
advantage of a facility or improvement. Other limits to accessibility can include access fees,
language barriers, time or duration that an activity is available, access to transportation and
parking, etc.
The availability of comparable activities:
Comparable activities within the service area should be taken into account so that the service area
does not overlap with the service area of another comparable activity.
Boundaries for facilities and public services:
The service area for some public facilities and services are determined based on specified and
established boundaries or districts. Examples of such services and facilities are police precincts,
fire stations, and schools.
An area is considered to meet the test of being LMI if there is a sufficiently large percentage (51
percent) of LMI persons residing in the service area as determined by:
•

The most recently available decennial Census/American Community Survey (ACS)
information, together with the Section 8 income limits that would have applied at the time the
income information was collected by the Census Bureau; or

•

A current survey of the residents of the service area.

OCD-DRU will document area benefit using the American Community Survey (ACS) located on
the HUD Exchange website (https://www.hudexchange.info/programs/acs-low-mod-summarydata/). This data is updated annually by HUD and the most current data should be used at the time
of application. The transition policy for use of the Low Moderate Income Summary Data (LMISD)
is further explained in CPD Notice 15-05 which supplements CPD 14-10 and CPD 14-11 and can
be found at: https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/4480/notice-cpd-15-05-transition-policyfor-low-moderate-income-summary-data/and the documentation will include the following:
•
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A listing of all census tracts and block groups in the community’s jurisdiction;

•

The number of persons that resided in each such tract/block group at the time of the last census;
and

•

The percentage of such persons who were LMI (based on the CDBG definition) at that time.

No beneficiary data may be determined using a percentage of a block group.
LMI Housing
For projects eligible under a FEMA approved project or program that directly benefit particular
residential populations, OCD-DRU will require the state or local entity to provide household
income, race and ethnicity data on all residents who receive a direct benefit as a result of the NonFederal Cost Share Match program. All assistance provided that directly benefits low-to-moderate
income households shall be categorized as meeting the national objective of LMI housing.
Assistance that provides a direct benefit to households earning greater than 80% of the area median
income shall be categorized as meeting the national objective of urgent need.
LMI- Limited Clientele
For projects eligible under a FEMA approved project or program that provide assistance for an
activity which benefits a limited clientele, at least 51 percent of whom are low-to-moderate income
persons, the entire project or program may be categorized as meeting the national objective of LMI
limited clientele. If less than 51 percent of the persons served through the eligible FEMA approved
project or program are low-to-moderate income, then the program will allocate assistance provided
to LMI households under LMI Limited Clientele and the program will allocate assistance provided
to non-LMI households under the national objective of addressing an urgent need.
In order to qualify under this national objective, the activity must meet one of the following tests
and the support documentation in the file must clearly explain and support the methodology used
to demonstrate how a project meets one of the following tests:
•

Benefit a clientele who are generally presumed to be principally low and moderate income
persons. Activities that exclusively serve a group of persons in any one or a combination of
the following categories may be presumed to benefit persons, 51 percent of whom are lowand moderate-income: abused children, battered spouses, elderly persons, adults meeting the
Bureau of the Census' Current Population Reports definition of “severely disabled,”
homeless persons, illiterate adults, persons living with AIDS, and migrant farm workers; or

•

Require information on family size and income so that it is evident that at least 51 percent of
the clientele are persons whose family income does not exceed the low and moderate income
limit; or

•

Have income eligibility requirements which limit the activity exclusively to low and
moderate income persons; or

•

Be of such nature and be in such location that it may be concluded that the activity's clientele
will primarily be low and moderate income persons.
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Urgent Need
In the absence of substantial evidence to the contrary, an activity will be considered to address this
national objective if the state or local recipient certifies that the activity is designed to alleviate
existing conditions which pose a serious and immediate threat to the health or welfare of the
community which are of recent origin or which recently became urgent, that the recipient is unable
to finance the activity on its own, and that other sources of funding are not available. A condition
will generally be considered to be of recent origin if it developed or became critical within 18
months preceding the certification by the recipient.
4.4 CDBG-DR and Federal Cross-Cutting Requirements
For a comprehensive understanding of the CDBG-DR and federal cross-cutting requirements,
please refer to the Disaster Recovery CDBG Grantee Administrative Manual, which can be located
at: http://www.doa.la.gov/Pages/ocd-dru/DRadminManual.aspx
While an applicant may be subject to all compliance areas, the compliance areas that have
presented the most challenges to program recipients in the past and require additional attention to
detail include the following:
•

Records and Financial Management

•

Procurement Methods and Contractual Requirements

•

Labor Regulations (Davis Bacon and Related Acts)

•

Civil Rights Requirements (Section 3 and Section 504)

•

Environmental Review

For additional information on the administrative manual and the CDBG-DR and other federal
cross-cutting requirements, contact your outreach representative and/or your infrastructure
representative. Failure to comply fully with the CDBG-DR and federal cross-cutting requirements
may result in the project being ineligible and/or a recapture of funds.
OCD-DRU will only provide the required state cost-share funding for TSA payments made in
response to the March and August floods. OCD-DRU staff has reviewed all TSA documentation
to ensure that all payments were made in accordance with the regulations. OCD-DRU reimbursed
the state for all TSA match payments made by the State of Louisiana for CDBG-DR eligible
activities.

5. State Agency Collaboration
OCD-DRU will work internally with the state annual allocation CDBG staff as well as with
disaster recovery CDBG staff, with the Governor’s Office of Homeland Security and Emergency
Preparedness (GOHSEP) and other state agencies to identify the most efficient methodology for
administering projects eligible under the Non-Federal Cost Share Match Program. State agencies
will share information wherever possible to minimize collecting duplicative documentation from
state agency and local FEMA PA recipients. However, if requested, state agencies, local
governments and non-profits eligible under the Non-Federal Cost Share Match Program will
provide OCD-DRU with all requisite support documentation and application information in order
12

for OCD-DRU to ensure the files contained within the program’s system of record are complete
and accurate.

6. Project Prioritization, Application and Review Processes
6.1 Project Prioritization Process
The state, through its Action Plan process, has initially allocated $105 million to the Non-Federal
Cost Share Match Program. While it is currently anticipated this funding will adequately provide
assistance for the match based on FEMA’s allowable costs, it may not fully account for the
additional costs related to the applicability of Davis Bacon and Related Acts and the additional
project delivery costs related to implementing a project with CDBG-DR as a source of funding in
the project.
As described under Section 6.2, OCD-DRU will generally review and process applications that
have been closed out and certified for completion by GOHSEP, though exceptions to this process
may be made on a case-by-case basis, in OCD-DRU’s sole discretion. This may impact the timing
in which an applicant receives funds from OCD-DRU, but the prioritization process of allocating
funds to projects is detailed below. Funding is not allocated on a first come (e.g. first closed out),
first served basis.
For construction-related projects that were either underway or not yet started as of April 4, 2017,
OCD-DRU will work with applicants to help ensure their projects are designed in a manner that
complies with CDBG-DR rules and regulations.
Due to potential cost overruns related to using CDBG-DR assistance as the non-federal match, and
due to the finite amount of funding available under this program, OCD-DRU has prioritized
assistance to the following types of projects:
1. Priority Group 1: Reimbursement for Large Category A and B Projects
• Large projects, as defined by FEMA, include projects with total costs greater than
$121,800
2. Priority Group 2: Reimbursement for Large Category C-G Projects Completed Prior to
April 4, 2017
• Large projects, as defined by FEMA, include projects with total costs greater than
$121,800
a. Category C-G projects for schools
b. Category C-G projects for all other eligible projects
3. Priority Group 3: Reimbursement for Large Projects Underway as of April 4, 2017
• Large projects, as defined by FEMA, include projects with total costs greater than
$121,800
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a. Category C-G projects for schools
b. Category C-G projects for all other eligible projects
4. Priority Group 4: Reimbursement for Uninitiated Large Projects as of April 4, 2017
• Large projects, as defined by FEMA, include projects with total costs greater than
$121,800
a. Category C-G projects for schools
b. Category C-G projects for all other eligible projects
5. Priority Group 5: Reimbursement for Small Projects
• Small projects, as defined by FEMA, include projects with total costs less than
$121,800
a. Category A and B projects
b. Category C-G projects for schools
c. Category C-G projects for all other eligible projects
6.2 Application Submission Process
Each eligible applicant for the Non-Federal Cost Share Match program will be issued an invitation
to apply or opt-in to the CDBG-DR eligible non-federal match program. The date of this
acceptance will be the application submission date and triggers the project CDBG-DR eligibility
review. OCD-DRU staff will complete the CDBG-DR Project Data Sheet to capture all of the
HUD specific information (national objective, eligible activity, target area, beneficiary
information, etc.) for each project. Any additional information that may be required not available
in the GOHSEP file on LouisianaPA.com will be collected from the applicant by the outreach and
infrastructure staff to complete the application for the CDBG-DR funding.
GOHSEP staff will prepare and submit to OCD-DRU certification of their review of all supporting
documents including procurement, invoices, timesheets, logs, etc. to certify that all documents
support the request so that OCD-DRU staff are not required to review the documents that are
certified by GOHSEP. This certification will be included in the files and with any requests for
reimbursement for the CDBG-DR funds.
Unless otherwise allowed or waived by HUD, all Small PWs will require review of all documents
and no certification will be provided by GOHSEP. These small projects and their relevant review
will identify those documents that must be obtained from the grantee if not submitted to GOHSEP.
GOHSEP does not require submission of support documentation, but OCD-DRU must have the
supporting documents in order to approve the project and provide match funds.
6.3 Project Review Process: Eligibility Determination
OCD-DRU will work with GOHSEP, other state agencies and local entities to obtain and review
support documentation in order to determine the eligible Non-Federal Cost Share match based on
the elements shown below. For all funding sources in the Non-Federal Cost Share Match Program,
file reviews will be conducted on the following areas:
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•

Review of GOHSEP certification or payment support documentation for those projects not
certified by GOHSEP, to include a review for eligible expenses, duplication of benefits and
payment date of federal and Non-Federal Cost Shares

•

Date of the disaster (Storm Date)

•

Project location (e.g. parish and/or municipality)

•

FEMA Category

•

Determination of eligible activity and national objective, as defined by HUD regulations
under CDBG-DR (see Section 4)

•

Compliance with applicable CDBG-DR and federal cross-cutting rules and regulations,
subject to any waivers or alternative guidance provided in relation to funding received for
the flood recovery

•

Compliance with applicable state and local rules and regulations

OCD-DRU program staff may request additional information from FEMA PA recipients if the
payment and support documentation provided by GOHSEP and/or supporting documentation that
is available from applicants is determined to be insufficient.
If the information provided by GOHSEP and/or the FEMA PA recipient is insufficient or does not
demonstrate full eligibility or how the project will meet a national objective, then the project may
not be eligible for the Non-Federal Cost Share Match Program.
6.4 Award and Duplication of Benefits Review
CDBG-DR funds are limited to the Non-Federal Cost Share match for FEMA PA eligible project
worksheets (PWs); CDBG-DR funds may not be used to expand a project beyond what is approved
by FEMA in a PW.
OCD-DRU will work with the FEMA recipients to identify eligible expenses under the NonFederal Cost Share Match Program. Furthermore, OCD-DRU will work with the recipients to
make the payment and project processes as efficient as possible.
OCD-DRU makes application and funding determinations based on data obtained from multiple
sources including project specific information contained in GOHSEP’s LouisianaPa.com system
of record, a database that contains PA-related data obtained by FEMA, financial payment data that
is maintained by GOHSEP, state vouchers showing payment of the Non-Federal Cost Share, and
others. Financial data includes payments the applicants request from OCD-DRU for the non–
federal share amount, which OCD-DRU reimburses. Financial payment data is maintained by
OCD-DRU and reflects the most recent current payment amounts, as of the date of project
completion. OCD-DRU will make a final funding determination once the project is complete and
the final FEMA payment has been made on the eligible PW. OCD-DRU may consider exceptions
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to this process on a case-by-case basis. If additional funds are received from duplicative resources
after the disbursement of CDBG-DR funds, FEMA PA recipients are required to notify OCD-DRU
and may be required to repay a portion or all of the CDBG-DR assistance.
OCD-DRU may make the Non-Federal Match payment in one of the following ways:
•

Direct payment to local entities;

•

Direct payment to state agencies;

•

Payment through state agencies as a pass-through for providing a payment to local entities

7. Environmental Review for Non-Federal Cost Share Match Payments
– Special Provisions Concerning Use of FEMA’s process
Before CDBG-DR program funds are expended, an environmental review must be completed.
However, HUD grantees are permitted to adopt FEMA’s (or another Federal agency’s) review if
that Federal agency has previously performed an environmental review for assistance under the
Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act. In those cases, the work
performed by FEMA and by HUD must be exactly the same work. The recipient of HUD funding
does not need to supplement FEMA’s environmental review to comply with HUD regulations, and
all environmental obligations are considered complete when the recipient adopts the agency’s
review.
When adopting another Federal agency’s review, the grantee must obtain a completed copy of that
Federal agency’s review and keep a copy in its records. The grantee must notify the State CDBGDR specialist that another Federal agency review is being used. The notification must be stated on
a Request to Release of Funds (RROF) Form 7015.15. The RROF must indicate that another
Federal agency’s review is being adopted and include the name of the other Federal agency, the
name of the project and the date the project’s review was prepared by the other Federal agency.
If a project has any scope changes beyond what was approved in the project worksheet, an
additional HUD environmental must be completed. If additional work is anticipated, please seek
guidance from a CDBG-DR specialist for assistance immediately. Do not executed any change
orders or additional contracts that include work not listed in the approved and obligated project
worksheet if you intend to request CDBG-DR funds as matching funds.
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8. Applicable CDBG-DR Compliance Areas

DBRA WORKFLOW DIAGRAM
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